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Welcome to English

Grade 8 BTS Term 2

Final Exam Writing Revision

Brain storming & Writing

M r s .  A i s h a  A l k a a b i

2 0 2 3 - 2 0 2 4  

1- Entertainment / Play Review 

2- Technology / Smartphones

3- Favorite place/ County side 



Write your Review

Key words: 

+: engaging – memorable 

-  enjoyed- entertaining -  

moving – inspiring 

-: disappointing, boring.

Review Writing Prompt: 

Imagine you attended a play for the first time. Write a review of the play you watched. 

1. Describe the stage, actors and scenery.

2. What did you like the most about the performance? What could have been better? 

3. Would you recommend this play to your friends? Explain why or why not. 

1- Entertainment / Play Review



Let’s Brain-storm our ideas. 

Play Review 

2- Did you like it? 

...........................................

...........................................

...........................................

...........................................
.......................

3-Would you recommend it? 

..............................................

..............................................

..............................................

..............................................

...........

1- Describe it 

...........................................

...........................................

...........................................

...........................................
.......................

Key words: actor. audience·  

costume. curtain·  orchestra·  

props·  scenery·  stage

Key words: 

+: engaging – memorable -  

enjoyed- entertaining -  moving – 

inspiring 

-: disappointing, boring.

1- Entertainment / Play Review



Let’s Brain-storm our ideas. 

1- Entertainment / Play Review



Evaluate your writing

The play I watched was amazing! The stage looked like a magical land with 
colorful decorations and twinkling lights. The actors were fantastic, and they 
wore the most beautiful costumes.

What I liked the most was how the actors told the story. They used their 
voices and acted so well that I felt like I was inside the story! The music was 
great too, it made everything even more exciting. However, it would be better 
if the actors and scene changed quickly, I felt a bit bored when they changed 
the scene. 

I would definitely recommend this play to my friends because it was so much 
fun to watch! The stage was like a dream, the actors were great, and the story 
was super interesting. It's a show that makes you smile and feel happy!

Key words: 

+: engaging – memorable -  

enjoyed- entertaining -  

moving – inspiring 

-: disappointing, boring.

1- Entertainment / Play Review

Describe it

Did you like 
it? 

Would you 
recommend it? 



Write about most used technology:

Write an essay’s plan about the most important technology that you cannot live without. 
1. How did this technology benefit you personally? (positive side, study, communication, 

knowledge)  

2. How does this technology change the way people live, work, and interact with each other? 

(positive side for society) 

3. How can this amazing technology could cause problems or be harmful to people? (Negative side) 

Key words: 

+: new invention- big improvement- important 

discovery- very helpful

-: problems it might cause – challenges- 

dangers- risks- disadvantages - downside

2- Technology



Let’s Brain-storm our ideas. 
1

3

2

2- Technology



Let’s Brain-storm our ideas. 

Communication: I can easily talk to my 

friends and family, even if they're far 

away, using calls, texts, or video chats. 

Study: I can quickly look up information 

for homework or projects, making it 

easier to learn and understand things. 

Knowledge: I have access to a lot of 

educational apps and websites where I 

can learn new things, like math, 

science, or languages.

1

Smart 

Phones

Communication: People can stay in 

touch more easily, sharing updates, 

photos, and messages instantly, which 

helps to strengthen relationships. 

Work: Some people can work from 

anywhere because of smartphones, 

which gives them more flexibility and 

can save time commuting. Interactions: 

Social media and messaging apps allow 

people to connect with others around 

the world, making it easier to make new 

friends and share experiences.

2

Addiction: Spending too much time on smartphones can take away from other 

important activities like studying, exercising, or spending time with family. 

Distraction: Notifications and apps can distract people from what they're doing, 

making it harder to focus on tasks or conversations.

Privacy: People's personal information and data can be at risk if it's not protected 

properly, leading to potential identity theft or other cybercrimes.

3

2- Technology



Nowadays everybody uses technology on daily bases. There is hardly any person or any house that doesn't 

have one. One of the most used technology is smart phones. In this essay, I will write about the benefits 

and the downside of having smart phones.   

There are many positive sides of having smart phones. The most beneficial use is communication. People 

use phones to communicate from far distance, you can use it to call people on the other side of the world. 

Another benefit is to increase my knowledge. I use the smart phone to search for information that will help 

me do my projects and home works. Moreover, phones can be used to work from home, which gives them 

more flexibility and can save time commuting.

However, there are some negative sides for using smart phones. Spending too much time on smartphones 

can take you away from other important activities and from your personal life. In addition, you can get 

virus and hackers that might make you in risk. Furthermore, smart phones can effect your health, you 

might have sight and back issues from spending too much time on it and as well as depression and isolation 

issues. 

All in all, everybody uses technology and it is hard to live without a smartphone nowadays. In my opinion 

use you phone wisely and to finish your daily life and work tasks, but be careful and don’t let this blessing be 

a weapon to ruin your life and health.  

Evaluate your writing
2- Technology



Let’s organize our ideas:

Where?

When?

• ……………………………
……………………………
……………………………

Why?

Describe 
it:

•………………………………
………………………………
………………………………
………………………………
………………………….…
…

What 
activates 

can you do?

• ……………………
……………………
……………………
……………....…..

busy    
quiet    

peaceful    
exciting    

boring    

green    
new    

old   
fun

amazing

See and feel 

Yosemite 
National Park

Countryside

3- Favorite Place

Write a short essay about your favorite place, include the following:

1. Description of the place. 

2. Activities you can do there.

3. An advice for the reader to visit the place.

Key words: 

nature

lake

mountain

enjoyed

relaxing

countryside

hills

beautiful



Let’s organize our ideas:

Where?

• My favorite place is 
Yosemite National 
Park. 

• I visited it with my 
family last summer.

Why?

Describe 
it:

• It is so beautiful 
and colorful. 

• I feel peaceful 
and relaxed. 

• You can see the 
huge mountains 
and lakes.  

What 
activates 
can you 

do?

• You can enjoy 
hiking and go 
camping with 
your family. 

See and feel 

busy    
quiet    

peaceful    
exciting    

boring    

green    
new    

old   
fun

amazing

Yosemite 
National Park

Countryside

3- Favorite Place Key words: 

nature

lake

mountain

enjoyed

relaxing

countryside

hills

beautiful

Let’s Brain-storm our ideas. 



Evaluate your writing
One of my favorite places to visit is the countryside. It's a peaceful escape 

from the busy city life, and I always feel refreshed and happy whenever 

I'm there.

The countryside is so beautiful, with rolling hills, colorful flowers, and 

fresh air. There are walking trails where you can explore and enjoy the 

sights and sounds of nature. I love listening to the birds and feeling the 

gentle breeze on my face as I walk.

There are lots of fun things to do in the countryside too. You can have a 

picnic in the hills, go hiking or biking, or simply relax under a big tree with 

a good book. It's a great place to spend time with family and friends and 

make wonderful memories together.

Finally, If you ever get the chance, I highly recommend visiting the 

countryside. It's a magical place where you can escape from the noise and 

stress of everyday life and just enjoy the beauty of nature. You'll feel 

happier and more relaxed after spending time there, I promise!

Key words: 

nature

lake

mountain

enjoyed

relaxing

countryside

hills

beautiful

See and feel 

What 
activates 

can you do?

Why?

Describe 
it:

Advice

Where?

3- Favorite Place
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